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Chapter 1

Scope and methodology
Introduction
This report examines the practical issues that police departments face when decidj.ng about the adoption, design,
and implementation of management-by-objectives (MBO) programs. The report discusses the major issues involved, the
conditions that appear to be associated with successful implementation of such programs, and the impacts these programs have had thus far in police departmen'Gs.
The information currently available on MBO and other police
management programs has rarely been examined fr~m the
standpoint of its effectiveness in motivating police
personnel to improve agency performance and productivity.
Texts on police administration consider motivational issues
but often only indirectly (e.g., within the context of
leadership styles, personnel management practices, and the
like).' What is more important, consideration of these
issues has often emphasized negative incentives (such as
internal inspection procedures and disciplinary actions)
rather than positive motivators for police personnel.
This report focuses on one particular "positive" motivational approach: management-by-objectives. MBO is aimed
primarily at motivating managerial personnel. 2 It represents one of the most promiSing motivational techniques now
being tried by police departments in the United States.
The technique also represents a substantial departure from
traditional police practices.
What 1s MBO?
MBO is a process in which individual managers identify
specific objectives for the coming performance period
(usually for the coming year). The managers and their
supervisors then periodically review the extent to which
the managers have met their objectives.
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MBo was first promulgated in the United States nearly 30

years ago in private, for-profit firms by such well-known
management experts as Peter Drucker. Government use of MBo
received a strong boost during the 1960's when the Nixon
administration pressed for its use in Federal agencies, and
a number of local governments also adopted it.
Police department use of MBo is now receiving additional
encouragement from the manual, Standards for Law Enforcement Agencies, issued by the Commission on Acc;reditation
for Law Enforcement Agencies. These standards call for
written directives and evaluations involving input from all
levels within the agency concerning (1) the agency's goals
and objectives, and (2) progress toward the attainment of
those objectives by each organizational component. 3
Methodology
The main objective of this report is to identify and illuminate key issues that can help police departments use
MBo more effectively. To do this, we took the following
steps during 1983 and 1984:
1. A review of the literature on MBo, particularly as it
pertains to governments and ~olice departments. Unfortunately, however, although such literature is widely available on applications to the private sector, there are few
reports on MBo activities in governments, and very little
material specifically related to police departments. (See
the bibliography.)
2. A mail survey of police departments in all cities
with populations of 50,000 or more and in all counties with
populations of 100,000 or more. The survey identified the
degree to which police departments use a variety of motivational approaches (including MBO). It also provided candidates for more indepth examination. The survey was conducted for The Urban Institute (UI) by the International
City Management Association (ICMA), which received a total
of 300 usable responses (211 from cities and 89 from
counties), for a 37-percent response rate.

2
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Telephone interviews with department personnel responsible for MBO programs in 12 police depar·tments.
Each of these interviews lasted approximately 45 minutes to
an hour.

4. Review of materials provided by many police departments in response to the ICMA-UI survey and our telephone
interviews. Materials from 26 of these departments were
particularly helpful in delineating MBO procedures.
5. Onsite fieldwork on MBO activities in four locations:
Newport News, Virginia; Hampton, Virginia; Dallas, Texas;
and Orlando, Florida. In addition, we drew on fieldwork
that we had previously undertaken between 1979 and 1980 on
police MBO systems in Charlotte, North Carolina; Dayton,
Ohio; and Montebello, California. 4
Our pro~edures for site visits included three major data
collection efforts:

1. In-person interviews of approximately 1 hour each
with police personnel at various levels of the organization
to obtain their experiences and perceptions concerning the
MBO program and its pros and cons. Interviews were generally conducted with the police chief, one or more majors
or assistant chiefs, several captains, several lieutenants,
and a few sergeants. These interviews were semi-structured--while the general topiCS were specified in advance,
the detailed questions were not.
2. A self-administered questionnaire for all police department personnel who had participated in the MBO program.
The questionnaire solicited perceptions about the extent of
any ~provements in the work unit's effectiveness, efficiency, morale, interpersonal relationships, and innovativeness. Program partiCipants were also questioned about
their perceptions of selected aspects of the MBO program,
such as the training received, the way objectives were
established, and the feedback received on achievement of
objectives. Completion rates were high (over 90 percent).
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3. An examination of available documents and data rem
garding the programs (including statements of objectives
and target achievement reports), and information, when
available, on performance indicators for the department for
periods before and after implementation of the program.
It is difficult to provide definitive evidence on the impacts of an MBO program. Inevitably, after implementation
of MBO, many other changes will take place in the department that can also affect performance. Nevertheless, we
were able to obtain some indications of program impacts
from department performance data and from the in-person
interviews and self-administered surveys. Participants
were asked in both the interviews and the self-administered
questionnaire about the level of, and changes in, service
quality, efficiency, morale, and interpersonal relationships for their work groups since the MBO program was implemented. We also asked program participants for their
judgments on the specific effects of the MBO program and
for examples of work changes that resulted from the MBO
effort. In addition, we examined existing data on department performance to explore the possibility that changes in
that performance could be related to the MBO objectives
that had been established and the reported progress toward
meeting those objectives.

4
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The use of management by objectives
in police departments
~anagement

by objectives (MBO) is a process for ~otivating
management personnel to improve their performance. It is
the principal form of a general motivational technique
somet.imes called "performance targeting" that is being
widely used by police departments in the United States. 5
Of the 300 police agencies responding to the IeMA-UI survey, 141 (47 percent) reported using some form of MBO over
the previous 3 years, making MBO one of the most popular
motivational techniques currently used by police departments (see Exhibit 1)~ About 60 percent of these MBO plans
began after 1979, suggesting a recent surge in interest in
MBO among local police departments. Only six of these departments reported that they had terminated their MBO effort.
MBO is commonly defined as a process in which management
employees identify specific, measurable objectives for
themselves before the beginning of a given performance period. Subsequently, supervisors measure actual progress in
meeting those objectives and provide feedback on objective
achievement to the manager responsible for each objective.
"objective" is a precisely stated condition or end
product to be achieved. Each objective should be clearly
defined as to what specifically constitutes its achievement, such as a specific performance level, percentage improvement, or due date.
An

Typically the objectives for a given manager are established by that manager with some degree of participation by
the manager's supervisor. MBO proponents strongly encourage interim feedback during the performance period to let
managers know how they are doing on their objectives and to
identify whether remedial actions are needed to increase
the likelihood of achieving the objectives during the remainder of the performance period. Other key activities
often suggested for MBO systems are (1) periodiC person-toperson discussions between the manager and the supervisor
Use of MBO
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Exhibit 1

Reported use of motivational programs by police agencies
in the United States, 1981-84 (N;::: 300)

Program

Number

Percentage
reporting
use of the
program

Task forces/Special problemsolving
teams

185

62

Educational incentives

160

53

Generalist officers

142

47

Management by objectives

141

47

Labor-management committees

112

37

Formal job rotation programs

92

31

Miscellaneous formal programs to
increase employee participation

87

29

Suggestion awards

77

26

Career development programs

76

25

Attendance incentives

74

25

Pay-for-performance plans

72

24

Safety awards

63

21

Neighborhood team policing

49

16

Quality circles

48

16

Exceptional service awards

22

7
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(Exhibit I continued)

Reported use of motivational programs by police agencies
in the United States, 1981-84 (N = 300)

Public sa.fety officers

15

5

Other programs

36

12

Source: These findings are from a mail survey conducted
by the International City Management Association in early
1984. It covered police agencies in cities with populations
of 50,000 or more and counties with populations of 100,000
or more.
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on the manager's achievements to date, perhaps quarterly
and at the end of the performance year; and (2) preparation
by the manager of formal action plans containing specific
steps designed to achieve the objectives and a schedule for
completion of those steps.
Thus, MBO systems encourage planning for the next performance period and require a process for tracking achievements
and for providing periodic, reliable feedback on each manager's progress toward each objective. Police departments
usually have ongoing data collection procedures that can be
readily adapted to track some objectives, such as objectives on the number of arrests, clearances, response times,
and reported crimes of va~ious types. For certaia other
objectives, new or revised data collection procedures are
likely to be necessary, as, for instance, when objectives
are selected which relate to citizens' feelings of security
(which might require a survey of citizens) or when data are
needed in more detail than the current data collection procedures provide (e.g., if objectives are established for
individual watches and beats for which data are not qurrently broken out).
MBO is based on the premise that having managers establish
their own objectives and subsequently receive periodic
feedback on their progress toward the objectives will
provide a substantial additional stimulus for the managers
to plan and act in ways that will lead to successful
achievement of the objectives. If the objectives are appropriate and important for the department, the MBO process
should lead to improved performance with regard to department objectives and public purposes. However, if the objectives and targets are inappropriate, then the MBO
process will not be useful and may even be counterproductive.
An MBO system necessarily requtres the commitment of some

department resources. Some time is needed to undertake the
MBO process, and extra paperwork is likely to be entailed.
Modifying the department's information systems to obtain
information about progress toward the objectives is also
likely to be needed and will require additional time and
expense.
8
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In examining current police applications of MBO, we identified a number of issues that police departments need to
consider in implementing and using MBO systems successfully. Exhibit 2 summarizes these issues. Each is discussed
in the following chapters.

Use of MBO
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Exhibit 2

Managcmcnt-by-objectives issues

1.

What personnel should participate?

2.

What

objectiv~s

should be used?

3. Should obje~tives be established for individual watches
and geographic areas?
4.

What form of performance targets should be used?

5. Should objectives represent minimum, average, or high
levels of performance?
6.

Should there be interim targets during the year?

7. Should there be a provision for interim revision of
objectives?
8. How should coordination be handled when an objective is
affected by the activity of more than one unit?
9. Should the department require action plans to support
objectives?
10. What type of feedback on achievement of objectives
should be provided to managers?
11. What should be the extent of central review, oversight, and support?
12.

What type of training (and how much) is desirable?

13. What benefits should be expected from police MBO
efforts?

10
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Chapter 3
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Issue one: What personnel should
participate?
Police departments designing an MBO program need to determine how broadly it will be applied in the department:
which organizational units and which types and levels of
employees--civilian as well as sworn personnel--will be included in the program? In theory, all units and all management personnel can be imrol ved in an MBO effort. In
this chapter, we first discuss the organizational units and
then the types and levels of employees that should be
included.
Organizational coverage
Of the police departments that reported using MBO in the
1984 ICMA-UI survey, 70 percent reported that the program
covered all units within the department, 16 percent excluded patrol units, 19 percent excluded traffic (or had no
traffic division), and 25 percent excluded various other
units (crime prevention, records, dispatching). Most departments appeared to use their organizational charts as
the basis for defining program coverage. For instance,
Montgomery County, Maryland, included each unit formally
identified in its organization chart (a total of 50 to 60)
in its MBO effort. Virginia Beach, which linked MBO to
zero-base budgeting, focused on the department's 8 to 12
budget units.
TyPes and levels of employees covered
Of the 14 'j police and sheriff departments that reported use
of MBO in our 1984 survey, 82 percent reported that middlelevel or top management (lieutenants and above), or both,
participated in the program. Seventy-two percent reported
participation by sergeants, and 57 percent reported partiCipation by civilian personnel. More than 70 percent of
the reported programs covered all supervisory and management personnel. 6
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In Hampton, Virginia, the target-setting effort included
lieutenants and, in some cases, sergeants. Some patrol
officers and most investigators were also assigned MBO
targets (although their targets were established by their
supervisors, using shift--or national--averages). In Newport News, Virginia, program coverage extended to lieutenants and some sergeants; efforts were under way in some
divisions (especially patrol) to extend the coverage to
line officers. In governments where MBO played a major
role in the budgetary process (e.g., Orlando, Florida, and
Virginia Beach, Virginia), the program primarily covered
personnel responsible for units that were explicitly identified in the budget. Thus, in Orlando the program included captains and lieuten~nts who served as section
heads, but not the watch commanders. In Virginia Beach,
only 8 to 12 top department managers (with line budget responsibility) were covered by the MBO effort. San Jose,
California, focused its MBO effort on program and subprogram managers, usually captains, lieutenants, and some
sergeants. The MBO effort in Dallas was limited to seven
top managers serving at the pleasure of the city manager:
the police chief, the executive assistant chief, and the
five assistant chiefs.
Several factors can limit MBO coverage in a police department:
o Employee unionization. If the MBO program involves
monetary incentives for performance achievements, as has
been the case in Dayton, Ohio, and Montebello, California,
police departments may choose to restrict the coverage of
their MBO efforts to nonunion managers. In Dayton, this
policy limited the program to the top 13 sworn and civilian
managers within the department.
o Rotating shifts. Rotation of managers from one shift
to another, especially when that rotation is fairly frequent (e.g., monthly), can make it difficult to maintain
the accountability needed for an MBO effort. Fixed shifts
and stable responsibilities (as in Newport News and
Hampton) facilitate the MBO process. Even with fixed
shifts, there may be a few "flouting" managers who fill in
on several shifts. Assignment of distinct objectives for
12
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these managers may be especially difficult. Among the respondents to our 1984 survey, 44 percent of the police departments reported that they had shifts that did not
rotate. Another 16 percent reported that they had rotating
shifts i~ which all personnel, both supervisory and nonsupervisory, rotated as a unit •
• Status of sergeants. The question of whether to include sergeants in the MBa effort was handled differently
in different departments. In many of the departments we
examined, we found that sergeants who were responsible for
a distinct program or unit had their own MBa objectives.
Xn Orlando, however, sergeants were not considered managers
and were therefore excluded from coverage under MBa. Other
departments noted that the frequency with which they transfer sergeants makes it difficult to assign and hold them
accountable for the annual targets that form the basis of
their MBa systems.

MBa procedures provide an opportunity for drawing middlelevel and top managers--and even line personnel--into the
planning and decisionmaking process. Even if some personnel, such as nonsupervisory employees, do not have their
own individual performance targets, they can still help
identify objectives, examine progress, and suggest changes
for their unit to meet their supervisor's objectives. Such
opportunities, however, have not always been taken advantage of. In most of the programs we examined, managers
down through the level of lieutenant were actively involved
in specifying objectives for the next year, but participation by lower level personnel varied. In Newport News,
however, an intensive effort was being made at the time of
our examination to actively involve line personnel--patrol
officers and investigators--in the speCification of objectives under the department's MBa system.
In most cases, participants appeared to have wide flexibility in developing objectives. Upper level managers
usually reviewed the objectives, but they seldom intruded
in the process of developing objectives. At most, a superior officer would specify one or two objectives for inclUsion in a subordinate's goals and objectives for the
year. Xn our surveys of police personnel covered by MBa
Issue one
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programs in Hampton and Ne'wport News, only about 15 percent
of the respondents indicated that their objectives ~ere
selected primarily by their supervisors; most (72 percent)
reported that the selection process was a cooperative effort between themselves and their supervisors. In a fe~
places (for instance, Dallas), many of the police chief's
objectives were subsequently assigned to lower level managers. In San Jose, program ma.nagers had an additional
opportunity to participate. When their performance during
a given 4-month period fell below the targeted level, they
were expected to propose one or more suggestions for overcoming the problem. Although such a requirement may complicate the administration of the program, it is likely to
payoff in improved motivation and productivity.
It is less clear v1hether watch commanders and beat supervisors should have their own objectives. At present, they
rarely do. The key issue here is whether it is possible to
hold such persons accountable for appropriate beat and
watch objectives. This problem is discussed in more detail
under Issue 2.
Recommendation: Managers and supervisors of all units-whether sworn or civilian personnel, and regardless of
their rank--should be included in the MBO effort, even
though it may be difficult to specify objectives for some
units. Such comprehensive coverage can forestall resentment on the part of supervisory personnel who would feel
singled out for attention, and it can maximize the benefits
realized from the application of MBO within the department.
The department should also encourage each manager responsible for a set of objectives to enlist the participation of
that manager's staff (whether the staff are supervisory or
nonsupervisory personnel) in helping to define the unit's
objectives and the action plan for achieving those objectives (as is discussed later). Because we believe it is
possible to establish reasonable objectives for individual
watches and beats, we recommend that departmentB attempt to
include watch and beat supervisors in the MBO process.

14
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Issue two: What objectives should be used?
The types of objectives established for the MBO effort play
a vital role in the effectiveness of the program. Each
objective should involve a measurable, precisely stated
condition or end product to be achieved by a certain time.
Each objective should contain a "target" precisely specifying the service level, percentage improvement, due date, or
whatever else constitutes achievement of the objective. We
found a number of units in some dp.partments with objectives
worded in such general terms that it would be virtually im.possible t:.o ascertain whether the objective had been met or
to what extent. Consider, for example: "Begin organizing
businesses into organizations similar to aeighborhood watch
groups" (what do "begin" and usimilar" mean?) and "Improve
quality and quantity of police records information available to investigators" (how would anyone know whether this
had been done?).
Many departments also specified "goals." Usually these
goals were broad, general statements of a unit's mission.
The unit's goal statement usually was subsequently translated into one or more objectives.
Which type of objectives should be used?
Police departments must decide whether their managers
should focus on process objectives, outcome objectives,
efficiency objectives, or some combinat~on of these.
Process objectives. Process objectives focus on the
means to an end, that is, an action or activity to be
undertaken rather than a result (outcome) to be achieved.
These objectives are usually specified in terms of the
workload to be completed or activities to be undertaken t
for example, "Conduct at least eight major studies impacting procedural, operational, or managerial deoisionmaking policy," or "Continue inspections of bars, liquor
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stores, adult book stores, and cardrooms, making approximately 1,500 inspections."
Process objectives may focus on maintaining current activities, or on stimulating new efforts and initiatives, such
as the accomplishment of special projects. We found that
after several years' experience with MBO, some police departments began to include fewer objectives focusing on
current activities and to stress instead objectives that
focus on new projects. For instance, in recent years t t.he
department in Hampton, Virginia, has directed managers to
emphasize new projects in specifying goals and objectives
while deemphasizing objectives relating to "routine" activities. New activities are likely to be more eyecatching
and stimulate innovation in a department. The danger is
that too much emphasis on new projects can divert efforts
from vital day-to-day operations.
We also found some process objectives that focused on activities explicitly intended to improve service outcomes,
such as the identification and implementation of actions to
improve productivity. This type of process objective appears to offer particular promise. For example, patrol
units employing the directed patrol approach can be given
the objective of identifYing and ameliorating a certain
number of problems within their beat during the next
quarter. In Montebello, California, an objective was to
"Identify four improvements in operation effectiveness or
efficiency during the year." A similar objective was used
for patrol units in Newport News: "District patrol officers will identifY two problem areas in their districts
from weekly administrative analysis reports and develop a
plan to address the problems." Both jurisdictions found
that these particular objectives stimulated innovative projects and were likely to improve service outcomes.
Outcome objectives. Outcome objectives focus on the results of an activity rather than the means used to achieve
it. Examples include these: "Maintain a clearance rate
for index crimes 4 percent above the State avera.ge for
cities of comparable size," "Maintain an average response
time of 8 minutes or less for priority calls, tt 'tReduce
burglaries in District A by 2 percent," and "Decrease the
16
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number of vehicles in violation of speeding laws by 5 percent at identified locations with a history of numerous
speeding vio1ations. 1I
Cost and efficiency objectives. These objectives focus
on containing or reducing department expenditures and can
be expressed as specific expenditure reductions, decreases
in the cost per unit of output for certain activities
(e.g., patrol car operating cost per vehicle-mile), or as
reductions in certain activities that affect costs (e.g.,
reductions in absenteeism).
Few of the objectives used by the police departments we
examined focused on cost or efficiency issues. For instance, in 1984, only one of the 46 performance objectives
used by the police department in Pompano Beach, Florida,
addressed efficiency; the comparable figures for objectives
used by the department in Mansfield, Ohio, were 2 of 33,
and for the police department in Rockford, IllinOis, 3 of
36. The police department in Lakewood, Colorado, included
numerous efficiency measures among the indicators of police
performance it prepared for the City budget document (e.g.,
cost per patrol hour, cost per traffic accident response,
cost per month for communications services), but such objectives were not included in the managers' MBO objectives.
1~e police department in Compton, California, placed more
emphasis on cost and efficiency objectives in its MBO effort than did the other departments we examined. Five of
this department's thirteen major objectives addressed cost
and efficiency issues. Examples included these: "Reduce
the previous year's expenditure on fuel and major utilities
by 10 percent," "Reduce sick and injury time by 20 percent," "Provide those services and efforts that will translate into a 6- to 9-Dercent return on the general fund
portion of the department's budget," "Maintain an operative
minimum 'downtime f fleet of department vehicles," and "Make
expenditures as prOjected." As noted previously, the
Montebello Police Department included a process objective
that emphasized efficiency (and effectiveness) improvement:
"Identify four improvements in operation effectiveness or
efficiency annually, two improvements to be approved and
implemented annually."
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Process versus outcome versus efficiency objectives
The degree of emphasis on process, outcome, or efficiency
objectives is a controversial issue for police depal'tments,
as it. has been elsewhere in the public sector. Some departments provide a balance among these types of objectives, while others tend to prefer one type or the other.
The interest in outcome objectives arises from the concern for results, which are the primary interest of citizens and elected officials. In addition, some recent findings indicate that productivity improvements are more
likely to be associated with the use of outcome-oriented
objectives than with process objectives in an MBO effort. 7 These findings suggest that the MBO objectives
most likely to foster improved productivity are those that
focus specifically and explicitly on productivity--that is,
measures employing effectiveness or efficiency targets.
By far the greatest proportion of objectives in the police
MBO programs we examined were process objectives. In
some departments virtually all the objectives were process
oriented; in most of the others, the proportion of process-oriented objectives ranged between 50 percent and 70
percent. And in a number of cases, the proportion of process objectives appeared to be increasing over time. Nevertheless, most departments had at least a few outcome objectives, especially those relating to criminal apprehension and crime reduction. Only one department (Compton,
California) placed heavy emphasis on efficiency and cost
savings targets (5 of its 13 objectives focused on cost
control) •
The follo~dng factors appear to account, in part, for the
emphasis on process measures in police MBO programs:
G Ease of measurement.
Respondents in severdl cities
observed that their selection of objectives was strongly
influenced by the requirement that those objectives be
. readily measurable. The absenoe of a good data base in
several police departments greatly hampered the use of outcome-oriented objectives. Process-oriented objectives,
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however, could usually be readily measured from existing
workload data or self-reports of individual accomplishments •
• Simplification of management control and oversight.
PrCG8SS measures simplify the management process by clearly
specifying the actions to be taken and holding a manager
accountable for those actions. Such actions can usually be
readily verified by supervisors.
e Preferences of top management. Police chiefs and other
high-level officials in several of the police departments
we examined expressed strong per'sonal preferences for process as opposed to outcome measures. Outcome measures wer~
often characterized as an "overemphasis on the numbers" and
were linked to overzealous efforts to rate police officers
on the number of arrests or the number of summons issued.
In addition, police in both Hampton and Newport News
stressed the reorientation of their departments toward the
provision of non-crime-related services to citizens in response to citizen requests and other public needs. They
expressed the view that this emphasis was more compatible
with process than with outcome objectives. (Outcome measures can, however, also cover non-crime-related services.
For instance, measures such as response times to calls for
service, perhaps as compared with the promised time, and
citizen satisfaction with the police response can be used
as a basis for outcome objectives. However, such objectives were not often used, even in departments stressing
non-crime-related services.)
e Controllability. Outcome objectives were frequently
condemned as uncontrollable. Confounding factors make it
hard to determine with confidence whether a manager should
be credited with meeting crime reduction or criminal apprehension targets. Managers usually can offer a variety of
credible excuses to explain their failure to fully achieve
their outcome objectives, so it can be difficult to hold
managers responsible for not achieving them. Some managers
reported that they felt threatened by outcome objectives
because they lacked control over the outcomes used as a
basis for judging their performance.
Issue two
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Process-oriented objectives are also imperfect.
problems such as the ~ollowing:

They have

• Controllability. Some process objectives, especially
those focusing on the workload to be processed, are just as
uncontrollable as outcome-oriented objectives.
Distortion of work activities. Process-oriented objectives can distort the emphasis and activities of managers in undesirable ways. For instance, they may lead
managers to run up large tallies of certain types of activities (e.g., inspections, field interviews, traffic
.
tickets) without any thought to whether those activities
are being done effectively or whether they are consistent
with overall departmental objectives.
G

o Inflexibility. A process focus can lead to less management flexibility than does an emphasis on outcomes.
Once managers have chosen a process objective for the performance period, they are somewhat locked into that particular strategy. An outcome-oriented objective has the
advantage of permitting managers to alter their strategy
during the performance period without having to formally
change their objectives.
o Imperfect linkage between process and outcomes. Perhaps
most important, the linkage between process ana outcomes is
usually uncertain and imperfect, especially in a complex
activity such as police work. In most cases, the contribution of process objectives to improved productivity-efficiency and effectiveness--remains questionable. Thus,
in the majority of cases, it is difficult to justify an emphasis on process objectives as being anything more than
expedient. (Of course, in those cases where it is clear
that the process objective is closely related to outcomes,
this criticism does not apply.)
Among the reasons police department officials cited for not
making greater use of cost and efficiency objectives were
the following:
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• Little pressure to reduce resources. Officials of
several departments said that the primary reason they did
not place more emphasis on cost and efficiency objectives
was that they were under little pressure to reduc~ costs.
• Inappropriateness. Some police agencies consciously
emphasized effectiveness and delivery of services rather
than efficiency in the provision of those services because
they believed it more appropriate to target improvements in
service quality than to focus on service efficiency.
• Inadequate accounting information. The absence of
adequate accounting information was widely cited as hampering the introduction of cost and efficiency measures.
Most departments reported that they lacked the ability to
isolate the expenditures associated with specific police
functions.
• Lack of demand. Other departments argued that because
many police services are driven by demand, management must
handle whatever demand they encounter with the staff and
other resources available. Hence, productivity and unit
costs fluctuate over the short term as a result of changes
in demand that are beyond the control of the agency.
• Tangled lines of responsibility. In the provision of
some services (e.g., traffic control), the lines of responsibility in police departments become tangled. Multiple units become involved in the provision of such services
at any given time, complicating the ability of the department to provide meaningful measures of the unit costs associated with the production of such services.
What particular types of outcome objectives are most appropriate?
outcome objectives are to be included, which ones should
be used and in what form? This question was the root of
many police managers' concerns about outcome objectives.
On the surface, it seems appropriate for police departments
to focus on several traditional, important outcome measures
that are regularly collected by most departments: crime
rates, clearance and arrest rates, and response times.
I~
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Many departments, however, have been reluctant to include
these in their MBO objectives.
On the other hand, some departments have begun to use certain less traditional outcome measurements. The San Jose
Police Department employs in its objectives several indexes
designed to capture trends in the quality of service, including a crime enforcement index (arrests plus citations,
divided by the number of crime-related calls for service)
and a traffic enforcement index (number of citations per
injury or fatal accident) to monitor trends in traffic
safety. Indexes of this type have also been used by other
departments.
In the following paragraphs, we discuss some of the options
for using various outcome indicators as MBO objectives.
Crime rates. Some police departments include objectives
focusing on the number or rate of reported Crimes. Examples include "Reduce the incidence of commer'cial robbery
in Division 2 by 5 percent" (Dayton), "Prevent any increase
in incidents of burglary over the 1983 rate of 1,556 incidents" (Hayward, California), and "Reduce the crimes of
robbery, burglary, aggravated assault, larceny, and auto
theft by an aggregate 10 percent overall" (Compton,
California). Some jurisdictions have linked crime reduction objectives to specific programs such as the use of
directed patrol: In each precinct using directed patrol,
"identify two subdivisions in which burglaries will be reduced by 25 percent" (Virginia Beach).
These examples illustrate some important practical considerations in the current use of crime rate objectives.
Whenever such objectives are used, they are generally applied to specific, relatively preventable crimes in
given locations, perhaps as related to specific crime
deterrence activities. This praetice avoids the use of
highly aggregated crime figures (such as overall city crime
totals) with their attendant controllability and accountability problems.
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However, we found that some departments that once used
crime-related objectives subsequently deemphasized such
objectives. Other departments included no crime reduction
targets in their objectives for patrol units. A number of
factors apparently contributed to the decisions of police
officials to deemphasize crime rate objectives in their MBO
efforts, including the following:
o Lack of controllability. The level of reported crime
exhibits a very uncertain relationship to police activities. Moreover, crime levels and crime rates frequently
show inexplicable monthly and quarterly fluctuations of
several percentage points. This fluctuation makes it difficult to hold police managers accountable for performance.
Many managers object to being held responsible for such
objectives unless the latter are associated with an action plan (e.g., directed patrol) in whose effectiveness
the manager has considerable confidence.
• The shift in emphasis to providing other services to the
public. Some departments are now emphasizing how well
they serve the community and its needs in areas other than
crime control.
e Association of crime rate targets with previous unsuccessful MBO programs. The use of crime rates in earlier,
discredited MBO efforts also appeared to have biased some
officials against their use, even though the problems associated with those programs often had nothing to do with
the inclusion of crime control objectives.
Nonetheless, police departments such as Dallas included
crime reduction among their objectives while recognizing
their potential deficiencies. Dallas police officials have
obderved that such targets must be included to satisfy city
hall and the public, even though their inclusion can be
risky for the managers involved.
Arrest and clearance rates. Police managers perceive objectives involving arrest and clearance rates to be more
controllable than crimecount-related objectives. Arrestrelated objectives are common for investigative units.
Examples include these: "Increase auto theft arrests by 5
Issue two
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percent" (Montgomery County, Maryland), "Obtain a clearance
rate of 10 percent on all burglary cases with low solvability factors durin~ FY 84 in the Rockville District"
(Montgomery County), "Increase n.arcotics arrests" (Lakewood, Colorado), and "Achieve a 42-percent clearance rate
on Part I crimes investigated by the investigative services
bureau" (Dayton).
Nevertheless, some police officials have expressed reluctance toward using arrests and clearances in connection with
MBO objectives. They cite the following reasons:
o Encouragement of poor-quality arrests. An emphasis on
increasing the number of arrests may encourage police personnel to make inappropriate arrests. This temptation can
be reduced if the objective is expressed in terms of producing "quality" arrests (where "quality" is clearly defined). Unfortunately, most departments do not track the
number of "quality" arrests, for instance, the number of
arrests that are not subsequently dropped for policerelated reasons such as lack of evidence. However, the new
accreditation program for law enforcement agencies may
stimulate the improved availability of quality-of-a~rest
information. 8
G Distortions due to exceptional clearances.
Multiple
and exceptional clearances, a situation especially common
with regard to burglaries, can create inequities and "windfalls" for investigators 1 thus diminishing the value of
clearances and clearance rates as a measure of performance.

o Inequities due to differences in case difficulty. Unless arrest and clearance objectives are adjusted to compensate for differences or changes in the difficulty of the
incoming cases (for instance, the amount and quality of
evidence available when the case is opened), a department
may face serious inequities in assessing the performance of
different squads or individuals. For instance, undeserved
blame may be placed on an investigation unit when its incoming case mix contains a large proportion of difficult
cases. However, if objectives focus on the rate of
clearances for cases of given difficulty levels, this problem can be reduced or eliminated.
24
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• Arrests as means versus ends. A ~ew police chie~s have
questioned whether arrest levels actually constitute an
outcome measure. They argue that arrests represent a type
o~ process measure and should not be viewed as an end in
themselves. These o~~icials argue that too o~ten an arrest
is merely an intermediate response; the outcome should
better be viewed as the solution o~ a particular social
problem.
Response times. Some police departments use response
times as objectives in their MBO systems. Examples include
these: "Maintain an average response time o~ 3 minutes or
less ~or all priority I emergency calls" (Hayward), "Reduce
~irst district response time to 14 minutes" (Dayton), "Improve response time to calls ~or services by a 5-percent
reduction" (Compton). Other agencies, however, have
avoided or vacillated with respect to the inclusion o~ response time objectives. For instance, Lakewood avoids response time objectives ~or patrol units, although they are
used ~or other police ~unctions. Newport News once used
response time objectives but no longer does so.
Police departments cited a number o~ reasons ~or their
reluctance to use response times in their objectives:
o Absence o~ necessary in~ormation. Departments that
lack computer-aided dispatch and rely instead on manual
dispatcher records would have to conduct spec:tal manual
analyses o~ those records to monitor average response
times. And some departments that have computer-aided dispatching do not aggregate response time data in ways appropriate for monitoring per~ormance, for example, by call
priority.
o The meaningfulness o~ response time in~ormation. Some
department o~~icials believe that the introduction o~ call
prioritization has made response time measures less use~ul
~or assessing per~ormance.
Top-priority calls almost always receive expedited treatment, with the result that the
average response time for such calls varies little ~rom one
period to the next. On the other hand, delays of lowpriority calls ~or 45 minutes or more can be acceptable in
many instances.
Issue two
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e Response times as process (intermediate) measures. Some
department officials argue that response times represent
process rather than outcome measures and that their relationship to arrests and the effectiveness of crime control
is tenuous.
o Alternatives to emphasizing rapid response times. Some
department officials suggest that if callers are treated
properly, it is possible to maintain public satisfaction
with police services without providing a rapid response.
They report that the public will be satisfied if told in
advance when to expect a police officer (assuming the of~
ficer in fact appears at that time or earlier), even if the
officer's response involves a substantial delay following
the citizen's call. (This argument suggests the need for
an objective on the extent to which the department meets
its promised arrival times.)
In contrast, many police officials argue that response
times represent, in the eyes of the public, an important
aspect of service quality and indicate the responsiveness
of a police agency. The views of the Dallas Police Department are perhaps typical of this argument. Police officials there maintain that despite the foregoing problems,
response times must be highlighted as part of an agency's
objectives. Moreover, continuing efforts to reduce or
maintain low response times are important from the standpoint of identifying witnesses, rendering aid to those who
need it, and living up to citizen expectations.
Feedback from citizens. The departments we examined included few objectives based on feedback from citizens in
the community--·such as "percentage of the population feeling secure walking in their neighborhoods at night," "percentage reporting no victimizations," victimization rates
(which include unreported as well as reported crimes), or
citizen satisfaction with other police services. A few
agencies, however, did include objectives concerning citizen complaints about the way their requests for service
were handled.
Some citizen feedback objectives could be based on information obtained as part of periodic victimization surveys
26
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such as those undertaken regularly by the Federal Government. Although many communities are express1.ng increasing
interest in such surveys, few currently conduct them regularly. Until they do~ objectives focusing on victimization
and feeling of security in neighborhoods will not usually
be practical ..
Objectives regarding the number of "legitimate" or "valid"
citizen complaints about police services (by topic), how-ever, can usually be measured using available data. Many
police departments already prepare such data periodically,
but some officials are reluctant to use the data because of
concern about the legitimacy of the complaints received and
the potential sensitivity of such information.
Measures of citizen satisfaction with police service (e.g.,
the handling of crime or other calls) require mail or telephone contacts with all, or a random sample, of the citizens who requested such assistance. Such service followups
~'ould need to be done systematically (with set procedures)
and regularly. Such surveys would serve not only as the
basis for tracking M~O objectives, but they can also provide other useful information to police managers for reviewing and improving services (e.g., by identifying service problems). Although such procedures would probably not
be costly (they could be conducted by nonuniformed personnel), they are currently foreign to most poli~e departments.
~ecommendation:
Police departments should use a combination of process, outcome, and cost savings/efficiency objectives. We recommend that the process objectives not
be workload objectives of the form "Process 139 citizen
complaints"; instead, process objectives should call for
satisfactory completion of special efforts or initiation of
new projects explicitly aimed at improving some aspect of
performance. A more appropriate place for emphasizing
process goals would probably be in the unit's workplans,
rather than in its overall objectives.

Despite the problems often aS30ciated with outcome objectives, at least some outcome objectives should be included
as part of a unit's MBO submission. To avoid encouraging
Issue two
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undesired behavior, objectives such as those relating to
arrests should consider quality as well as quantity. Efforts should be made to improve the controllability of the
outcome objectives by disaggregating the objectives by district, by specific type of crime, and by deterrability or
solvability--and by relating them to specific crime control
efforts (such as directed patrol). By considering case
difficulty and other factors, outcome objectives can be
made to focus on the controllable aspects of concern (e.g.,
repressible crimes).
Finally, police departments should incorporate in their
overall set of objectives some that relate to expenditures,
including selective attempts to identify and rp.duce unnecessary or marginal costs. The lack of attention to cost
and efficiency objectives on the part of most police MBO
systems means that an important aspect of the agency's performance is not considered, an aspect that is becoming increasingly important for departments in a time when resources are becoming increasingly tight.
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Issue three: Should objectives be established
for individual watches and geographic areas?
#'
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If separate objectives can be developed for individual
watch and district commanders, police departments can get
more supervisors involved in the MBO process and tailor the
performance targets to the characteristics of a specific
watch and geographic area (e.g., each area's mix of crimes,
population characteristics, and service needs). For instance, the objectives of an early morning watch might
focus on the identification and prevention of business
break-ins, whereas day watch objectives might emphasize
prevention of home burglaries and the effective movement of
traffic.
A prerequisite for setting objectives for supervisors responsible for particular watches or geographic areas is
some stability in the shifts or areas to which police officers are assigned. Thus, departments that do not employ
fixed watches, or those whose watches rotate quarterly or
more often, will have more difficulty setting objectives by
watch or geographic area. Officers with such varying assignments may not be sufficiently accountable for a given
time period or area to make the specification of such objectives practical.
We found few examples of police departments that had established different performance targets for different watches
or geographic areas. In most cases, all patrol units were
jointly responsible for the same aggregate objectives. A
few departments, however, have specified separate patrol
objectives for different shifts or geographic areas. For
example, the police department in Pompano Beach, Florida,
included an objective focusing on the reduction of daytime
burglaries. Departments in Lapgo, Florida, and Mansfield,
OhiO, prepared separate objectives for each shift. For instance, the objectives for Mansfield's first watch included
reductions in the number of commercial burglaries and the
number of motor vehicle accidents; the targets for the
second watch emphasized reductions in overall crime and
accident rates; and the targets for the third watch focused
on reduction of traffic accidents and increases in the numIssue three
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ber of arrests for driving under the influence of alcohol
or drugs. Although each watch had an objective concerning
reduction of traffic accidents, the specific targets (percentage decreases) reflected the different traffic patterns
associated with the various Hatches.
Several police departments, in fact, employ basically the
same objective for different geographic areas but with different performance targets for each. For instance, the department in Charlotte, North Carolina, developed different
performance target~ for each of its police teams. (Each
team was responsible for a different geographic area.) The
police department in Montgomery County, Maryland, employed
different patrol and investigation targets for each of its
f:i ve districts, for example, "Success~tully clear 35 percent
of assigned robbery cases reported in the Wheaton District," "Reduce burglary in the Bethesda District by 2 percent for FY 84 over FY 83."
The police d~~partment in Hampton, Virginia, used a single
set of objectives covering all watches; however, certain of
the patrol objectives were clearly more relevant to some
watches than others. The aggregate set of objectives incorporated the different expectations for each watch. For
example, an objective focusing on the identification of
business burglaries applied primarily to the early morning
watches, whereas a crime prevention objective that involved
the distribution of literature was more relevant to the day
watch. The watch commanders were aware of the differing
applicability of these objectives.
Some police administrators have argued against efforts to
specify targets by watch or geographic area. In addition
to being concerned about the extra complexities that such a
procedure entails, administrators worried about the potential of such targets for introducing divisive competition
among watches, especially if the process stresses comparisons between watches. In one city where a watch commander
emphasized the comparison of achievements between watches,
we were told that the resulting greater output by the watch
in question had been offset by considerable resentment from
other watch commanders. It can also be argued, of course,
that if officials handle the process properly (such as by
30
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emphasizing each watch's own target achievement rather than
the differences among watches and districts), such competition can either be avoided completely or can be made constructive rather than destructive.
Recommendation: If their watches or beats are reasonably
stable, police departments should include watch and beat
commanders in the MBO process by encouraging them to develop objectives that are relevant to their own time and
geographic coverages. In establishing specific performance
targets for these objectives, the managers should give explicit consideration to the service demand characteristics
of their own particular shifts or areas.
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Issue four: What form of performance targets
should be used?
Each objective should contain a performance target--a
specific, measurable criterion that indicates exactly what
will constitute achievement of the given objective. Such
targets can be expressed as:
e A level (1135 percent or more of the citizens surveyed
will report that they are satisfied with police department
performance"),
o A percentage change from B. previous level ("a 10 percent reduction from the previous year in repressible Part I
crimes"),
A percentage difference from some "norn'." or standard
(lla burglary clearance rate 5 percentage points higher than
last year's figure for other cities in the same papulation
group"), or
I',)

o A due date for a specific activity (lithe completion and
ac.ceptance of a given task on or before its due date'I).
Without explicit targets, an objective is ,usually meaningless, and the manager's progress in meeting such an objective cannot be tracked. Several of the police MBO programs
we eXamined incorporated many objectives that had no performance targets. For instance, about three-quarters of
one police department's objectives had no specific targets
or due dates. The department is then left with only vague
objectives such as "Administer the financial and manpower
resources of the departmentll or ltDispatch police responses
and coordinate communications on all calls for service."
In some cases, the absence of explicit performance targets
apparently reflected the police chief's distaste for "using
a lot of numbers." Nevertheless, the lack of explicit performance targets can greatly hamper the application and
motivational effectiveness of an MBO program.
Recommendation: All objectives included in police MBO
programs should be stated in specific terms so that the
Issue four
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martager and manager's supervisor can track progress and
clearly determine the extent to which each objective was
met. Any or all of the four types of targets listed above
can be used.
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Issue five: What level of performance should
objectives represent?
The specification of precise quantitative performance
levels o~ due dates for a target can be difficult and controversial for police departments. The department and its
individual managers can employ objectives that:
• Emphasize minimum levels of performance. Performance
below the targeted level, therefore, represents unsatis~
factory performance.
e Use a group "norm" as t,he performance target. This
practice corresponds to using average past performance as
the standard for judging performance in the next assessment
period. Departments that base thei~ performance targets on
the previous year's average performance, on national averages, or, perhaps, on a statistical regression analysis of
prior performance (as in the case of San Jose, California),
are using a group norm as the standard of comparison.
o Emphasize targets that press for performance that is
above the average historical performance level. This
means setting standards of excellence.
The choice of specific targets for a given performance
period obviously will affect the motivational value of the
corresponding objectives. Minimum levels of performance
will ?robably have more motivational value for units having
performance problems. High levels will probably be more
effective for units perceived to be already performing
well. Group norms may not distinguish individual circumstances, but they can usefully highlight units with relatively high and low performance if such units have
reasonably similar situations.
Regardless of the target-setting strategy chosen, there is
a danger that some people may consider targets to be
quotas. Certain types of objectives, such as those with
targets that focus on the number of traffic tickets or arrests, are particularly prone to problems of this type.
The result could be an excess of zeal that overrides the
Issue five
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discretion and judgment that officers normally need to exercise in their work. Criticism of such "quotas" by politicians or the press can sharply undermine support for an
MBO system. Such problems are especially likely to occur
when the target for the unit is translated into specific
targets for individual first-line patrol officers.
Recommendation: Each police department and each manager
will need to decide on the levels at which objectives
should be targeted to ensure that they are motivationally
effective. For work units that have had performance problems, the objectives might initially be set at relatively
low levels. Managers of work units that are already perceived to be performing well probably need to have objectives that push more toward excellence. Departments should
probably avoid objectives that specify numbers of tickets
or arrests unless the quality of ticket-giving or arrests
is controlled as part of the objective (see Issue 2), or
parallel objectives are established on controlling excessive police activity.
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Issue six: Should there be interim targets
during the year?
Objectives in MBO systems are usually specified in terms of
a 12-month period, but intermediate targets can also be
used to provide short-term goals and thus permit more meaningful interim performance reviews. Objectives expressed
in the form of counts of various actions or events (such
as the number of arrests) could be split into, say, quarterly targets that take account of seasonal differences.
Objectives expressed as percentages can often remain the
same for all quarters; however, if seasonal differences
exist, different percentages could be specified for each
quarter. Objectives expressed as project due dates could
be represented each quarter by some intermediate step
planned to be accomplished in the given quarter.
Only a few of the police MBO programs we examined explicitly employed intermediate targets. 9 Although managers generally received regular feedback on at least some of their
objGctives as part of the department's reporting process,
those reports usually did not compare actual performance
for the period with a target for the same period. In San
Jose, however, managers of each police program specified
annual targets, and intermediate targets were then developed for the first ~ and first 8 months of the year. Actual performance was 00mpared against these intermediate
targets 4 and 8 months into the performance period. In
Charlotte, North Carolina, each police team and each special unit set quarterly as well as annual targets under the
department's MBO system. The Honolulu Police Department
reported the development of a new MBO system that provided
for intermediate targets at 3- and 6-month intervals.
Recommendation: Departments should require interim targets, probably for each 3- or 4-month period during the
year. The interim target.s should be selected after seasonal factors have been considered. Actual performance
should be reviewed against targeted performance after each
period. By so dOing, police departments will take advantage of an important motivational feature available in an
MBO system--the encouragement of managers to make midcourse
Issue six
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corrections if they find their achievements in a given
period to be less than those planned for the year.
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Issue seven: Should there be prov.ision for
interim revision of objectives?
Some police department achievements can be greatly affected
by external factors that change during the year, such as
economic conditions (which might increase or reduce criminal activity or, for efficiency objectives, affect the
prices of supplies and materials used by the department)
and the particular mix of types and difficulties of the
various calls and cases. Revision of a manager's objectives can be a sensitive issue, especially if performance
appraisals or rewards are linked to the degree of achievement. How a police department handles such adjustments can
be important in shaping employee attitudes toward, and acceptanc~ of, the MBO effort, especially its perceived fairness.
Virtually all the police MBO programs we examined allowed
managers to adjust their objectives after the performance
period had begun. The only exceptions were San Jose and
Virginia Bea.ch. In San Jose, those objectives that were
published in the City budget were viewed as a commitment to
the city council for the fiscal year and could not be
altered during that period. In Virginia Beach, objectives
were closely linked to the City's zero-base budgeting (ZBB)
system. Because the police department's objectives (each
of which corresponded to a particular ZBB package) were
closely linked to the funds budgeted for the department for
a given year, a change in objectives would have necessitated a change in the department's budget. Consequently,
revision of the objectives during a fiscal year was not
allowed.
In most places where reVlSlons were allowed, all that was
necessary was a discussion of the reasons with higher level
management, possibly including the police chief. An exception was San Jose, where managers were required to spell
out their reasons for requesting a change in objectives
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(those not published in the city budget) in the police department's quarterly management report on objective
achievement. (This report was circulated to all program
managers.) The need for such changes was also sometimes
discussed in periodic review meetings between top department management and lower level program managers.
Most departments we examined, however, apparently had no
formal procedures or ground rules for revising objectives.
Targets and objectives were often revised on the basis of
little more than a manager's plea to his supervisor that
the existing target could not be achieved. Such casual,
routine revisions (and in particular--relaxations) of MBO
targets can greatly hamper the motivational effectiveness
of an MBO program, in effect signaling that managers need
not take specified targets very seriously. (Officials from
several departments, however, reported that they could not
recall an instance when there had been a need to revise an
objective during the performance period.)
There are, in fact, procedures other than changing the objective midway through the performance period that can be
used to help compensate for the effects of external factors. For example, the department can establish clearance
rate targets for each crime category and for each solvability level, rather than a target for the total number of
clearances. If this is done, the year's targets need not
be altered when the proportions of various crimes, and
their solvability levels, vary from the proportions that
were anticipated at the beginning of the year.
Another strategy is to use the variable target approach.
When performance targets are first selected, the manager
and the manager's supervisor identify key external factors
that can have a major impact on performance. The final
target for the year will then depend on the actual values
of the various external factors for that year. For instance, a mathematical formula or a table of adjustments,
based on statistical anal.ysis or professional management
judgment, can be used to adjust the original "nominal" target to compensate for the effects of deviations from the
e~pected levels due to such factors as unemployment rates,
the difficulty of incoming cases, or a local price index.
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To avo:ld charges that the objectives have been manipulated,
this relationship should be determined at the beginning of
the year, not during it. Unfortunately, these techniques
(especially the use of statistical procedures to establish
the relationship between performance and external factors)
have not been widely used in connection with MBO programs.
Some personnel may find them hard to unde~stand, and the
techniques may require tech~ical skills that are not available in some police departments.
Transfers of personnel--managerial and otherwise--can also
create a need for target revision. A few departments cited
the frequency of transfers for sergeants as a reason for
excluding them from the MBO effort. We found "that three
principal procedures were used for dealing with frequent
transfers:
1. Specify objectives for relatively short periods of
time, consistent with supervisory rotation ,periods. We
encountered one police department--Montebello--that provided for the development of new work objectives each
quarter.
2. Apply the existing objectives for a given unit to
whatever manager is supervising the unit. In such cases,
the objectives for a unit were not revised when a transfer
occurred; new managers adopted the 9bjectives of their
predecessors. Although this practice is expedient, it
seems likely that the objectives will be motivationally
less effective than would be the case if new managers establish their own objectives. (A new manager who has not
participated in the establishment of the objectives will
have less sense of "ownership" of them.)

3.

Allow incoming managers to develop their own objectives for the remaining portion of the performance year.
This approach is probably most consistent with the motivational underpinnings of MBO. In many cases, however, a
brand-new manager will have difficulty selecting appropriate objectives (unless the manager has had previous direct
experience with the work of the new unit). In such cases,
the first year in the new position will probably be more of
Issue seven
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an experiment in setting objectives for the manager than a
full-fledged attempt at accountability.
Recommendation: Where possible, establish targets for
specific types of circumstances rather than only in aggregate. For example, establish clearance rate targets for
each crime category and each solvability level. Similarly,
when important external factors and their relation to performance levels can be at least roughly identified before
the performance year begins, variable targets should be
considered. In most cases, changes in objectives should be
permitted only when major changes in circumstances have
occurred. And even when a new target is set during the
year because the initial one has been determined to be no
longer appropriate, the initial targeted performance level
should continue to be recorded in performance reports for
the year. If managers find it too easy to revise their
targets or objectives, the motivational effectiveness of
those targets will be diluted.
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Issue eight: How should activity in multiple
units be coordinated?
Sometimes the objectives specified by one unit will depend
on the actions and resources of other units. Host of the
departments we examined did not provide formal procedures
for coordination between several units that undertook
activities affecting a single objective. In some C~ges,
coordination was conducted informally whenever a need was
present. For example, in one instance, the investigations
bureau worked with the patrol bureau to establish patrol
objectives designed to improve burglary reports. This objective also required coordination between the patrol
bureau and the training bureau.
Other departments employed more formal procedures for coordinating objectives that were affected by the activity of
other units. A primary purpose of this emphasis on coordination was to ensure that a unit could not use lack of
cooperation on the part of other units to excuse itself for
failure to achieve an objective. The police department in
Montgomery County, Maryland, formally addressed the need
for coordination when objectives for the year were being
established. The action plan prepared for each proposed
objective had to identify any coordination with other units
that was needed. The police department in Newport News
called a meeting of its management committee (which included the chief and managers of all major units) to review
all objectives proposed for the coming year and agree on
any coordination between units needed to fulfill those objectives.
Recommendation: To maximize the likelihood of coordination on objectives that involve more than one organizational unit, police depc-,rtments should require that coordination needs be identified as part of their action plans
for each objective (see Issue 9) and hold management meetings to work out coordination i$sues that are identified.
In some instances, more than one work unit might have to be
held jointly responsible for a particular objective.
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Issue nine: Should the department require
action plans to support objectives?
In theory, the specification of a performance objective
should be enough to stimulate management action. Many MBO
experts, however, believe that the effectiveness of MBO is
greatly enhanced if the process includes identification of
the steps by which the objectives will be achieved. In
other words, an "action plan" should be prepar6d for the
accomplishment of each objective. The plan should identify
the specific activities to be undertaken to meet the objectives and specify the dates by which each activity will
occur.
Most of the police MBO programs we examined did not have
formal provisions for tbe preparation of action plans.
However, the departments that did require action plans
often appeared to be stressing the use of their MBO program
to motivate managers, and their programs appeared to have
been especially successful in stimulating actions to improve productivity.
Among the police departments that emphasized the preparation of action plans were those in Montgomery County, Maryland, and Hampton, Virginia. The police department in
Montgomery County required that an action plan be prepared
for each objective. The plan had to list the activities to
be undertaken to achieve the given objective, identify the
person responsible for each activity, identify aay persons
or units with which coordination would be necessary in
undertaking the proposed activities, specify a completiofi
date for each activity, and estimate the resources needed
to carry out the action plan. Hampton required action
plans for most objectives in the form of milestones that
had to be achieved for implementing each objective. Other
police departments that required the inclusion of action
plans with MBO submissions were Newport News, San Jose, and
Compton.
Preparation of action plans can require considerable work,
but the process has its rewards. The manager must careIssue nine
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fully think through in advance the strategies and activities to be used to achieve each objective. In the process
of preparing an action plan, the manager must .translate
each objective, whether it focuses on processes or outcomes, into a set of explicit management actions that can
be observed and evaluated. Thus, a requirement that action
plans be prepared can counteract one of the obje~tions to
the use of outcome objectives: that outcomes may not be
related to feasible police actions. Moreover, a requirement that the resources needed to achieve the objective be
identified in the action plan encourages managers to be
realistic in setting their targets. Should resources be
cut during the year, the action plan will protect managers
against being held accountA.ble for objectives that are no
longer realistic.
Recommendation: Action plans spelling out specific steps
and milestones for each step should be required as part of
the objective-setting process and can contribute significantly to increasing the effectiveness of police MBO efforts. Reviews of progress with regard to these action
steps should be part of the department's periodic interim
assessments of progress in achieving objectives.
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Issue ten: What feedback on achievement
of objectives should managers receive?
Two types of feedback are generally suggested for MBO managers: regular formal reports on achievements to date and
in-person reviews of progress between managers and their
supervisors. Each of these feedback techniques is discussed below.
Reports on achievements
The provision of regular feedback on objective and target
achievement is an essential element of MBO and has been
shown to be a motivator in and of itself.10 We found that
in some police departments (e.g., Newport News, Hampton,
and San Jose), the regular preparation and circulation of
reports '..i"U objective achievement every 3 or 4 months played
a central role in the MBO effort.
Program managers in the San Jose Police Department prepared
extensive reports on objective achievement every 4 months.
These reports were compiled by the police chief's office
and circulated to all managers within the department. Each
manager's report had to include, for each objective, a restatement of the objective, measurement data indicating
progress in meeting the objective, highlights of activities
and problems during the previous 4-month reporting period,
comments and explanations by the manager with regard to the
unit's performance, the authorized and actual staffing of
the unit, and a report on the fiscal status of the unit as
compared with budgeted expenditure levels. The measurement
data on target achievement included, for each objective:
the target for the full year, the cumulative level of
achievement through the reporting period, the targeted
level of achievement through that period, the percentage by
which actual achievement exceeded or fell below the targeted level, and the achievement level for the previous
year. Other departments with extensive reports on target
achievement were Newport News and Montgomery County. In
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contrast, a number of police departments provided little or
no formal feedback on target achievement before the end of
the fiscal year.
Police departments developing an MBO effort need to resolve
a number of questions on providing feedback: the frequency
of feedback, the content of the report, the sources of the
data on target achievement, and the recipients of feedback
on target achievement. These questions are discussed in
the following paragraph~.
a. Frequency of feedback. Nearly all the police MBO
programs we examined used a 3-month period for reporting
target achievement, although there were a few exceptions.
For instance, the Honolulu Police Department provided feedback at 6-month intervals. San Jose required reports on
target achievement every 4 months. Montebello initially
required monthly reports, but when the paperwork proved
onerous, the reporting schedule was reduced to quarterly.
Charlotte police had to cope with several different reporting periods at the same time. The city's budget office required submissions on objective achievement at intervals of
5, 8, and 12 months; the police department required monthly
reports on target achievement by its police teams (these
reports focused on the achievement of targeted reductions
in specific crimes and traffic offenses); and the department required quarterly reports on objective achievement
from other managers within the department.
b. Content of the report. We found considerable variation in the formats used by police departments for reporting on achievement of objectives. The preparation of extensive quarterly program management reports has been a
central feature of the San Jose Polioe Department's MBO
effort. As indicated earlier, these reports were quite extensive. They included objective statements: measurement
data, highlights of act:ivJties and problems, additional
comments on the objeotives and the reasons for achieving or
failing to fully achieve them, statfing available, and resources available and consumed. As noted previously, each
report also included annual: targets and cumulative interim
targets for each objective, as well as cumulative achie~e
ment levels anrl the percentage of achievement relative to
48
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the interim target. When a target was not achieved in San
Jose, the manager responsible also had to suggest corrective procedures. Each report often presented considerable
additional information on workload and other achievements.
The complete report with all 40 programs and subprograffis
approached 200 pages.
The quarterly reports prepared by police managers in the
Montgomery County Poliue Department also provided considerable information but in a more concise format. A one-page
report was issued on each objective. The report included a
statement of the objective, the relevant department. goal,
an indication of whether the objective had been achieved, a
brief explanation of the achievement or nonachievement of
the objectiY-a, statistical information on the relevant per. formance indicators during the current performance period,
a oomparison with the previous year (usually for the same
months 1 year earlier), an indication as to whether the objective would be modified and why, and a section for any
other remarks concerning the unit's performance during the
given period.
As noted previously, provision of such feedback has been
found to have intrinsic motivational benefits. Hence, it
seems important to design the feedback material so that
managers can readily discern their performance relative to
their objectives. As noted in Issue 6, many police departments reported during the year on objective achievement
without indicating targeted levels or without explicitly
comparing performance to targets (e.g., the percentage over
or under the target). In some cases, current levels of
performance were compared to annual targets but not with
appropriate interim targets for the year to date. Several
managers reported to us that in order to find out how they
were dOing, they had to take the additional step of mentally prorating the annual target. Managers who did not do
this had little explicit information on where they stood
relative to their target until the end of the fiscal year.
In other cases, information on target achievement was submerged beneath a great deal of information on activity
levels, so the feedback read more like a monthly activity
report than part of an MBO system.
Issue ten
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Sources of data on target achievement. For many obespecially process objectives, information on
target achievement was obtained from reports compiled and
provided by the relevant managers themselves. Most departments also made use of existing sources of statistical information: complaint files, crime data, and arrest
counts--data often readily available from the departments'
monthly statistical reports. The Hampton Police Department
modified its monthly statistical reporting system to ensure
that the information needed for assessing target achievement was routinely included. This practice enabled managers to obtain interim readings during a performance period
on where they stood relative to their objectives. Police
teams in Charlotte used a similar approach: the first page
of the monthly report prepared by each team summarized the
actual and targeted levels of the five suppressible Part I
offenses that were the focus of the teams' crime control
objectives.
jectives~

A reliance on self-reporting raises questions concerning
possible biases or misrepresentation of the performance
data. Such distortion is minimized when progress is reported in terms of the achievement of objectively ideptifiable milestones or when the information is derived from
records and -other statistical sources such as monthly activity reports (e.g., crime, arrest, case closure, and accident data). In Virginia Beach, the city manager's office
had recently begun to conduct periodi,c audits of department
reports of MBO achievements. These audits, which were not
conducted by the agencies themselves, covered all city departments, not just the police department. Other cities
(e.g., Charlotte) also periodically audited agency performance reports as part of the City's MBO effort.
d. Recipients of feedback on target achievement. The
extent to which information on target achievement was circulated varied among departments. In Orlando, these reports were not circulated 'within the department but were
compiled and fo~arded directly to the assistant city manager. In Newport News, the quarterly progress report on
MBO achievement for the police department was also sent to
the assistant city manager, but the report was widely distributed within the department as well, with copies going
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scoring the interest and concern of higher level management
for' the MBO effort and provide an opportunity for managers
to receive guidance and credit concerning the achievement
of their goals.
We found that police departments seldom used formal meetings to review MBO results. The only instances in which
we found regular one-on-one reviews of target achievement
were those in which MBO was used primarily for management
performance appraisal. An example is Dallas, where formal
reviews of target achievements were conducted annually with
each covered manager. In a few other departments, e.g.,
Newport News and Charlotte, individual managers often made
it a practice to review target achievements with the managers who reported to them. In these instances, however,
there was no agencywide policy requiring periodic one-onone reviews.
A much more common approach was the use of informal reviews between managers and their superiors.
Many managers
reported considerable daily contact with their supervisors.
They noted that as part of this interaction, their supervisors would from time to time ask them how they were doing
with regard to specific performance objectives. This interaction reportedly provided a periodic stimulus (although
at no fixed frequency) to achieve the objectives. (In some
departments, the police chief t s \>lidely acknowledged interest in and emphasis on achievement of objectives served as
a major source of pressure on lower level managers and
supervisors to achieve their objectives.)
By far the most common approach to providing management review of target achievement in the police departments we examined was the use of group meetings, though not necessarily meetings scheduled solely for the purpose of MBO reviews. Frequently, a review of target achievement by a
'unit or division was included as part of regularly scheduled staff meetings--squad meetings, meetings between the
police chief and his top managers, etc. The frequency of
such meetings ranged from weekly to quarterly. In some investigative units, we found weekly review and discussion of
the degree to which each squad (burglary, crimes against
persons t etc.) had achieved its targeted clearance rate.
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to all lieutenants (including the watch commanders). In
Dallas, the reports on police executive perfoNnance received limited circulation, being confined primarily to the
police chief, the assistant city manager, and the city's
office of management and budget.
Several of the managers we interviewed reported that the
knowledge that others, including their peers, would see how
well they had performed was a powerful motivational stimulus in and of itself. Wide circulation of information on
achievement of objectives appears to be important if the
MBO process is to achieve its full motivational potential.
Hence, all managers should receive a copy of the target
achievement reports for the entire department. This means
including some, and perhaps all, sergeants in the distribution, especially if target achievement levels are disaggregated to highlight the performance of individual units
commanded by sergeants.
We also suspect that having non supervisory personnel review
achievements against targets--either by holding formal discussions or by circulating copies of written reports-could help many police supervisors motivate their personnel
to improve performance.
In most cases, the work required of individual units in reporting on their progress toward target achievement is
small (each unit usually has no more than five or six objectives on which to report). Extensive reports such as
those required in San Jose, however, can require considerable managerial time. Ideally, most of the data required
for the target achievement reports should be available from
central police department data bases (using computers,
where possible, to reduce manual labor) and therefore
should require little additional effort by operating personnel.
In-person reviews of target achievement
The second major form of feedback in an MBO system is the
use of periodic meetings between managers and their supervisors to review progress toward achieving the manager's
objectives. Such meetings have the advantage of underIssue ten
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The department's quarterly report on MBO results was also
often discussed at staff meetings, which provided an opportunity for recognition of high achievers as well as
remedial suggestions in CGl.,ses of underachievement. Although discussions concerning achievement of objectives in
such meetings do not involve one-on-one reviews, they generally occur much more frequently than the one-on-one meetings we encountered (which usually were held only annually) •
The San Jose Police Department used a variation 'of the
group meeting approach. Immediately after the reports 0n
target achievement were issued (every 4 months), the police
chief held formal "management report review meetings" to
discuss the results. The participants included the police
chief and other managers. A formal agenda was prepared for
the meeting. Managers who had achieved their objectives
were praised; managers who had encountered problems in
achieving their objectives explained those problems. The
group then discussed and authorized appropriate corrective actions. (Because the meeting usually lasted only
about 2 hours, the group could focus on only a few problem
areas.)
A few departments reported no reviews of target achievements whatsoeve~. Complete omission of such reviews was
especially common when the MBO process was mandated by city
hall and appeared to be executed primarily with the objective of satisfying city hall requirements. These departments appeared to make no real effort to take advantage of
the time spent selecting and reporting on agency objectives
or to draw on these results to manage and motivate police
employees. (However, in a few cases lower level managers
did attempt to make use of the objectives that had been
established.)
Recommendations: Police departments should include both
regular reports on progress toward accomplishment of objectives and regular one-on-one meetings between managers and
their supervisors to review that progress. The reports and
meetings should probably be held three or four times during
the year to permit timely feedback and to encourage corrective action when needed.
Issue ten
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The reports should explicitly compare actual performance,
both for the period and for the year to date, to the performance targeted for these same periods. Significant
under- and overachievements should be highlighted in the
reports. For objectives with substantial underachievement,
the responsible manager should provide a discussion of
reasons for the problem and the steps proposed to correct
it. Information on other unit activities should be left
for other monthly progress reports and not included in
feedback on MBO target achievement. In general, the report
should be kept as brief as possible to encourage its use,
but it should include essential information such as reasons
for over- or underachievement of targeted levels (and
actions planned to get back on sched"lle). The achievement
reports should be widely circulated to managers throughout
the department to encourage consideration and use of the
findings. Managers may also want to hold "How Are We
DOing?" reviews with their nonsupervisory personnel based
on the reports.
The one-on-one reviews should be con~tructive, with credit
given for significant accomplishments. Supervisors should
focus on ways to correct per~ormance problems and generally
not take a punitive approach. Because of the importance of
the one-on-one reviews and the difficulty of making constructive suggestions, supervisors may need special training. (See Issue 12.)
In some cases, a group meeting, such as that used in San
Jose, can serve as a substitute for the one-on-one review
sessions. However, despite the adva.ntages of allowing
frequent reviews and providing a valuable opportunity for
receiving group input when corrective actions are needed,
such groups should not replace the one-on-one review as a
means for giving more careful attention to a specific manager's achievements. Rather, they should supplement the
one-on-one reviews.
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Issue eleven: What should be the extent of
central review, oversight, and support?
Police departments have used varying degrees of "infrastructure" in administering their MBO programs. Some
police departments (such as those in Orlando, Dallas, and
Virginia Beach) have had minimal administrative structure
for coordinating and assisting in the preparation and review of agency objectives. Objectives in these cities were
prepared relatively independently by the various managers.
In Orlando, which had a cityvdde objective-setting process,
the police captain responsible for the department's budget
submissions collected the objectives prepared by the various units, completed the necessary forms, and forwarded
them to city hall. Although he helped prepare objectives
if so requested by a unit, there was virtually no central
review or coordination of the department's objectives except what emerged as a result of budgetary reviews.
San Jose's MBO effort also functioned with minimal administrative structure. Program managers prepared their objectives and progress reports largely without central coordination. After the objectives had been prepared, staff from
the office of the police chief and the assistant chief examined the submissions from the program managers with regard to the achievements reported for the previous 4 months
and prepared the agenda for the department's management report review meeting. The latter meeting, held every 4
months, was designed in part to review instances in which
managers had been unable to achieve their objectives and to
develop strategies for remedying those deficiencies.
Police departments in Montgomery County, Hampton, and Newport News illustrate the use of a moderate degree of central coordination, support, and review of the MBO effort.
In Montgomery County, each bureau commander reviewed and
approved the objectives of the units under him for compatibility. The planning and research division also reviewed
the objectives (e.g., for their measurability).
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In Hampton, the planning unit (situated within the department's administrative services division) reviewed with the
appropriate managers the measurability and achievability of
all the goals and objectives proposed for a given year.
Help was provided to any managers who asked for it. The
review process was designed to provide some central direction to the objective-setting efforts of the various
units (e.g., by directing the units to emphasize new project initiatives in the coming year). The administrative
services division also served as a central point for preparing the quarterly reports on objective achievement.
In Newport News, the administrative services division
played a more peripheral role in administering the MBO eff'ort. The.individual units prepared the quarterly reports,
and staff' from administrative services then compiled the
unit reports f'or circulation. The primary focus for coordination and review of' objectives in Newport News was the
police chief's management review committee, which included
most top and middle-level managers. This group reviewed
all proposed goals and objectives for a given year and explored the need f'or coordination of resources among units
to help ensure achievement of various objectives. Th~
chief provided additional personal review and coordination
of the submissiuns.
MBO efforts in Dayton and Charlotte exemplified strong central (citywide) administrative control of the department's
MBO effort. In both cases, city budget offices (and in
Dayton, the assistant city manager) closely examined the
objectives prepared by police department units. The objective-setting and acrtievement-reporting processes were part
of' strong, citywide MBO efforts in both municipalities. In
Charlotte, a management analyst from the department's
planning bureau was assigned to coordinate police MBO submissions. (Charlotteis budget office has encouraged, and
provided funds for, each agency to hire an analyst to
provide support and assistance for that agency's MBO eff'ort.) In Dayton, considerable central coordination and
direction came from the office of management and budget and
the assistant city manager's of'f'ice. Staff from both of
these offices worked closely with the police chief to
provide overall coordina.tion and quality cont.rol for the
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objectives and to ensure the quarterly reporting of objective achievements.
In most cases, administrators of police department MBO efforts had to consider and coordinate with officials in the
mayor's or city manager's office. The need to coordinate
the MBO effort with city hall, and the role of city hall in
that effort, appears to affect different police departments
in different ways. For some, the strong emphasis by city
hall on MBO and the strong influence of city officials on
the depa~tment's MBO efforts have improved the quality of
the police department's MBO program and helped ensure that
the department's managers took the program seriously. In
some police agencies, however, city hall seemed to have had
a negative influence. By imposing its own requirements on
the MBO effort, the central office took the initiative away
from the police department, with the result that police
emphasis on and support for the MBO effort were undermined.
In such cases, the department's MBO effort became merely an
exercise designed to satisfy city hall rather than a tool
for managing police activities and motivating police
personnel.
Recommendations: Departments should assign a single organizational unit with responsibility for overseeing the
administration of its MBO effort--to provide assistance,
training, and retraining as needed and to provide regular
revtew of all objectives to ensure consistency among units
in terms of target difficulty and the quality of the objectives established. Without such central a~tention and reView, the quality of the objectives is likely to deteriorate over time, as managers move toward process-oriented,
easier-to-achieve objectives. Although objective-setting
shOUld take place at the lower levels, and managers should
have considerable autonomy in establishing their own goals,
we found in several agencies that complete decentralization
of the objective-setting process resulted in less challenging and effective objectives.
A balance should be maintained between decentralized origination of objectives and some central oversight and coordination of the entire MBO process, but no extensive administrative structure shOUld be necessary. In most departIssue eleven
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ments, a single person with the authority and expertise to
review and advise managers concerning their submissions of
objectives should be adequate. A mechanism such as the extensive review provided for all objectives in Newport News'
management committee meeting also seems to be a useful approach for ensuring the equity and feasibility of the proposed objectives.
Finally, city hall should have a relatively unobtrusive
role; police departments should be allowed to use their MBO
effort for their own purposes. Operation of dual MBO efforts is counterproductive, especially when i~ difficult
to translate from one system to the other.
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much) is desirable?
Three types of training should be considered in connection
with the introduction and operation of an MBO program:
1. The initial introduction and orientation of the department's managers to MBO procedures,
2. Subsequent refresher training for department managers, and

3. Orientation and training in MBO procedures for new
managers.
Police department efforts to provide these types of training appear sparse. Between 1977 and 1980, the Hampton
Police Department emphasized initial introductory training
in MBO. Police officers there adapted training manuals
prepared by professional conSUltants to meet the needs of
the police MBO effort. Subsequently, however p training
tended to be lim.ited to a few inservice meetings and some
suggestions and feedback provided to managers by the planning and analysis unit when the latter met with department
managers to review the objectives for the next year. Most
of the younger officers we interviewed reported that they
had received little or no training in connection with the
MBO effort other than what they learned on the job. Nevertheless, 80 percent of the managers responding to our survey in Hampton rated the training they had received as good
or excellent.
One department that had undertaken a major effort to recast
and rejuvenate its MBO program nevertheless provided little
MBO training to police managers in connection with the effort. Managers received various forms and instructions for
filling them out but no formal training. In fact, a number
of top and middle-level managers whom we interviewed in the
department questioned the need for formal training in MBO.
Some had already been exposed to the process in connection
with college-level management courses they had tak~n.
Others thought that the procedure was relatively straightIssue twelve
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forward and that the police chief had clearly communicated
what he wanted. According to a survey of police department
managers who participated in the MBO effort, however, 46
percent of the respondents rated the amount and quality of
their training as fair or poor.
Other cities reported similar experiences. Police officials in Virginia Beach indicated that little training had
been provided, especially recently; most of their training
was on the job. Dallas relied on a set of instructions and
a brief introductory meeting to train top managers in the
preparation of their executive performance plans. Management training for MBO in Orlando was quite similar: a set
of written instruct tons coupled with a 2-hour introductory
meeting with representatives from the City's office of management and budget.
Even fewer departments reported much of an effort to provide refresher tt~aining or training for new managers. In
Hampton, the annual meetings with the planning and analysis
unit to review the objectives for the next year served to
provide some refre,sher guidance to management personnel.
However, top department officials in Hampton expressed concern that training for new managers in MBO procedures
tended to "fall through the cracks" and needed improvement.
Although the poHce officials we interviewed did not attribute any problems to the lack of training, we observed a
number of difficulties potentially attributable to the
absence of adequate training. For instance, managers often
selected vague rather than concrete objectives and demonstrated a lack of awareness of practical ways to measure
and obtain data for assessing target achievements. In addition, managers and their supervisors often failed to
regularly review and discuss progress toward achievement of
targets.
Recommendations: Police departments undertaking MBO
should provide adequate time and reSOl!!'OC3 for initial
training in MBO procedures for all managers, using materials adapted to the needs of police MBO programs. They
should also provide periodiC refresher training for sea60
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soned managers (probably at least every other year) and a
complete orientation to, and instruction in, MBO techniques
for new management personnel. This training should include
information and practice in identifying objectives, establishing targets and action plans for each objective (including ways to obtain participation from the manager's own
staff in establishing these targets and action plans),
identifying valid data collection procedures for tracking
progress on the objectives, and identifying ways to provide
constructive feedback to subordinate managers during
periodic (e.g., quarterly) reviews of progress toward objectives.
The training need not be elaborate because the basic principles involved in MBO procedures are reasonably straightfOM-lard. We have noted, however, that. police personnel
often find it difficult to identify and sort out the various types of objectives and targets available to them and
to come up with practical ways to measure their performance
in meeting those objectives (especially in the case of outcome objectives). In addition, they often need practice in
making constructive, face-to-face suggestions to staff
members who have not met their objectives.
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Issue thirteen: What benefits should be expected from police MHO efforts?
The literature on management by objectives suggests a variety of potential benefits associated with the use of MBO
programs: improved productivity, greater individual accountability, better morale and job satisfaction, enhanced
management ability to plan and control operations, better
budgeting and resource management, and improved labormanagement relations. Unfortunately, hard information on
the actual impacts of police and other MBO efforts is
scarce. In many instances, municipal managers have had
little information beyond the testimony of consultants and
users of MBO (many of them from the private sector) in deciding whether to adopt such an approach for their own
agency. In this section, we review the information we were
able to obtain on the actual impacts of MBO programs on
police--artd a few other public sector--departments.
Changes in work procedures
For an MBO program to affect service productivity, it must
either stimulate managers (and through them, line personnel) to apply more effort or encourage greater ingenuity in
the completion of work assignments. The most immediate
manifestation of such a result is a change in the way work
is done, that is, in the practices and procedures used to
complete day-to-day assignments.
Our examination suggests that MBO programs can be and have
been responsible for changes in the way work is done, at
least in police departments with well-designed MBO efforts--that is, those with clearly defined objectives, at
least some of which are outcome oriented; specific targets;
regular feedback on target achievement; and reviews of target achievement with supervising officers. In our survey
of police managers in Hampton, 60 percent reported that
because of the MBO program, their unit had made either "two
or more small changes" or "at least one major change" in
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the way it did its work. Only 16 percent of the respondents in Hampton reported no changes in work procedures attributable to the MBO effort. In our survey of police managers in Newport News, 72 percent reported two or more
small changes or at least one major change in the way work
was done because of the MBO program. Only 12 percent reported no effect at all on work procedures or methods in
response to the MBO effort.
In Newport News, specific procedural changes made in response to the MBO program included the following: increased attendance at crime watch meetings and other efforts to enhance community involvement, more defensive
driving on the part of patrol officers, the establishment
of K-9 sectors in the city with priority given to areas
with higher crime, additional operational training efforts,
more followups of investigations by supervising officers
(resulting in an improvement in the quality and quantity of
evidence recovered and in the reports prepared), changes to
improve the efficiency and convenience of record keeping
(e.g., color-coding systems), and increased emphasis by
patrol officers on identifying and solving problems. Similar changes in response to the MBO program were reported by
respondents in our Hampton survey. Among the reported
changes there were increased operational training of police
officers, greater emphasis on keeping adequate records (and
improvements in the recordkeeping process), allocation of
more time to complete activities properly, and a focus on
identifying and resolving problems in a timely and orderly
fashion.
In both sites (and in other police departments we examined), many of the changes in response to the MBO effort
were closely linked to the department's directed-patrol
activity. The objectives were frequently transmitted to
sergeants and line personnel involved in directed-patrol
efforts and served to guide these personnel in identifying
problems and carrying out other activities suitable for
directed patrol. Directed-patrol efforts appear to be
quite compatible with--and to benefit from--an MBO approach, serving as an appropriate mechanism for translating
unit objectives into specific actions.
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In contrast, respondlEmts from several other departments
felt that little was being done differently because of the
MBO effort. Many noted that their managers always strove
to do the best job possible, and that the MBO program had
not had--and could not have--an effect on their activities
or the way they did their work. Many of the police departments that reported little impact on work procedures, 110Wever, provided little or no followup on objective achtevements as part of their MBO process. In departments where
progress toward target achievement was regularly reported
and efforts were made to review progress with managers,
procedural changes in response to the MBO effort appear to
have been common.
Ser~ice

productivity

Do changes such as those identified in the previous section
lead to increal3ed productivity? Evidence concerning the
impacts of MBO programs on police productivity is extremely
scarce. This information is highly confounded by the effects of innovations and programs other than the MBO effort
(e.g., direct,ed-patrol initiatives unrelated to the MBO effort, special programs, and external factors).
Nevertheless, there are indications that well-designed MBO
efforts have been responsible for modest improvements in
the efficiency and quality of police services. We found
this, for example, to be the case in connection with MBO
efforts in Charlotte, Dayton, and Montebello. 11 In
Orlando, several police managers who had made intensive use
of the MBO approach reported substantial improvements in
the efficiency and effectiveness of their units. For instance, one unit exhibited more efficient use of officer
time (18 percent of patrol time was spent on ltproductive ff
activities prior to the use of MBO, 53 percent after the
introduction of MBO) and a reduction in crime-related calls
for service.
In Newport News, 94 percent of the respondents to our survey reported that the MBO program had made their work unit
"somewhat" or "much more" effiCient, while go percent of
the respondents reported improved quality of service as a
result of the MBO effort. None of the Newport News reIssue thirteen
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spondents reported a decrease in efficiency or quality of
service as a result of the MBO program. Interviews with
managers in Newport News indicated that the MBO program had
achieved its major impact through the city's directedpatrol efforts. In particular, the objective of identifying and addressing two problem areas on each beat had had a
number of beneficial effects. Although the relu~ionship
between the MBO effort and crime was unclear to many police
respondents in Newport News (some believed that MBO had had
a positive impact, others that it had had little or no impact), there was widespread agreement that services had improved and that complaints against police officers had
decreased in the wake of the department's rejuvenated MBO
effort.
Hampton's MBO effort also appears to have had positive effects on service productivity. Eighty-four percent of the
respondents to our survey of Hampton police offiu::\.;.~l~; reported that their unit was somewhat or much more Ed'ficient
as a result of the MBO program; 80 percent reported that
the quality of service provided by their unit had improved
because of the MBO effort. Among the improvements reported
as a result of the MBO effort were higher clearance rates,
improved arrest rates, and fewer complaints--especially by
businesses (becau~d of objectives designed to increase the
number of burglar-ies discovered by patrol officers rather
than by the businesses themselves).
Not all departments reported improved service efficiency or
effectiveness as a result of the MBO effort. One department that established the reduction of energy costs as a
prime objective achieved only limited success during the
next 12 months. And several managers in departments where
target achievement was linked to salary increases reported
no effect on service productivity as a result of the MBO
effort.
Impacts on morale and job satisfaction
In theory, the increased participation of managers (and

their personnel) that is possible with MBO--in establishing
their own objectives and subsequently in constructively reviewing their achievements--should improve employee morale
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and job satisfaction. Alternatively, if MBO is badly implemented, morale and job satisfaction could deteriorate.
Although the evidence is sparse, the indications are that
well-designed MBO programs do not hurt--and can help-morale and job satisfaction. This result was found in
prior studies of police MBO efforts in Charlotte, Dayton,
and Montebello. 12 Similar findings emerged from our surveys of employees covered by MBO in the Hampton and Newport
News police departments. In Hampton, 56 percent of the respondents reported that the department's MBO program had
improved morale and 60 percent reported improvements in
their own job satisfaction as a result of the MBO effort.
In Newport News, where the MBO effort was beginning to include extensive participation by line employees at the
patrol and investigator level, 68 percent of the managers
reported that the MBO program had improved the morale of
the people in their work group; 60 percent reported improvements in personal job satisfaction. In both Cities,
very few managers reported a worsening of morale or job
satisfaction in connection with the MBO effort.
Among the reasons givsn for the increase in morale and job
satisfaction were the greater involvement of personnel.' in
decisionmaking and the increased pride they felt for their
job as a result of their participation in the MBO process.
In another department, officials reported that their officers especially appreCiated being given additional responsibility for solving the problems they encountered in
the course of their work.
It appears that police MBO programs can enhance morale and
job satisfaction, especially when participation at all
levels is encouraged. The ramifications of morale improvements may be wide-reaching; they can lead to better personal performance and savings from reduced turnover.
Impacts on relations among managers
It is sometimes suggested that an MBO program can improve
communication and relationships among managers. This appears to have been the case in Hampton and Newport News,
where 60 and 80 percent; respectively, of the respondents
Issue thirteen
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to our surv'eys of MBO participants reported that the MBO
program had improved relations among individuals in their
work group. Very few respondents reported a worsening of
relations as a result of the MBO effort. Among the reported benefits were greater teamwork and cooperation within a unit, improved communication, and better coordination
and relations between patrol officers and detectives.
Similarly, officials in San Jose reported improved communication among department personnel as a result of their
MBO effort.
Relationships between supervisors and line employees
Because the MBO approach requires dialog between managers
and supervisors t MBO can affect the relationship between
such persons. In Newport News, 66 percent of the respondents reported improved relations with their supervisors as
a result of the MBO program (while 34 percent reported no
change). In Hampton, 36 percent of the respondents reported improved relations with supervisors, while 60 percent reported no change. There were no reports in either
department of a worsening in relations as a result of the
MBO effort. The primary source of the reported improvement
in relations with supervisors was apparently the enhancement of communication between top and middle-level management.
Program costs
We found few out-of-pocket costs in connection with the MBO
efforts we examined. The primary expense for these programs was for the special activities undertaken at the
initiative of department managers and line officer~ in response to objectives set in connection with the MBO effort.
There were also some small expenses for training and program administration. In most of the departments we examined, MBO in one form or another had been used for
several years, and any training costs associated with the
introduction of the MBO effort had occurr~d several years
in the past. In those cases where the MBO program was part
of a citywide effort, training costs were borne by the city
manager's office.
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MBO programs do, however, require a. commitment of time on
the part of agency managers. In Orlando, managers reported
that the MBO effort required them to commit about 1 hour
per year per person supervised. They also noted that it
was important for managers to keep current on their MBO
administrative chores or the time requirements became
onerous. In Dallas, managers reported spending approximately 8 hours per year in connection with the MBO program.
Planning and research staff in Dallas, who were responsible
for' drafting objectives and reporting achievements for
several top department managers, required additional time.
In Newport News, ViA'ginia, managers generally reported that
the MBO effort required several days per year.
In most departments we examiped: however, managers did not
begrudge the time associated with the MBO effort. They
felt that such time was well used and would have been applied to similar activities in the absence of a formal MBO
program. It was just part of their basic responsibilities
as a manager.
Another cost associated with MBO is the paperwork required.
Here, the assessments were mixed. In our surveys of managers in Hampton and Newport News, paperwork was rarely
cited as a problem. Both cities required extensive quarterly reports on target achievement, but managers generally
reported that the preparation of such reports was not in
itself a burden. Because managers were usually able to use
information from their monthly activity reports in preparing information on quarterly MBO target achievement, the
MBO program did not require much additional effort in these
two cities.
Other departments, however, offered a different perspective. In Orlando, police officials reported that although
some police managers accepted the paperwork associated with
the MBO effort (whlch in Orlando is imposed by City hall),
others disliked and resisted the program. Concerns in connection with pape'rwork were also reported to us by Montgomery County and Dallas.
On the whole, police departments have incurred little additional cost as a result of t,heir MBO efforts. In fact,
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we suspect that the expenditures may have been too little!
The need to provide training for new managers and refresher
train:i.ng for current managers (see Issue 12) and the probable need to revise police information systems (e.g., to
obtain feedback on citizen satisfaction with "other police
services") suggest that departments will probably need to
incur some additional costs (though probably still small)
for a fully developed MBO effort.
Miscellaneous problems
Several problems not previously discussed were reported in
connection with MBO efforts. Some managers ~eported a lack
of consistency between management decisions and the results
and information developed in the MBO program. In both
Orlando and Montgomery County, there was some discontent
over the fact that important decisions by department managers (concerning reorganizations, rewards, etc.) were
sometimes inconsistent with the results documented in the
MBO effort. For instance, some decisions on the consolidation and elimination of units were reported to ignore the
achievements of those units documented under the MBO program. Such decisions tended to undermine the confidence
in, and credibility of, the departments' MBO programs.
Other problems reported to un included inadequate personnel
to meet prescribed objectives, the difficulty of specifying
objectives for very small (e.g., one-person) units, and, in
some cases, a lack of "closure" with regard to the objective-setting process (managers sometimes reported that they
felt as though they never completed their objectives; they
merely carried them over to the next year).
Miscellaneous benefits
The following additional benefits were reported by
we interviewed:

~anagers

G Improved creativity and innovativeness on the part of
management and line p&rsonnel (e.g., in Newport News).

o Improved information on department and unit performance
for all agency managers. For instance, in Newport News
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the quarterly report on objective achievement was provided
to all managers within the department; each manager', therefore, knew how well other managers in the department were
doing with regard to their established objectives.
• Better knowledge of what is expected. Several departments reported that the MBO effort served to remind managers of the expectations of higher level management. As a
result, managers were reported to be more aware of their
own responsibilities and of program objectives.
~

Increased consensus. The MBO effort--and in particular, the increased participation of lower level and line
personnel in the establishment of agency goals and objectives--was reported in some cases to have improved the
degree of consensus on decisions by top department managers. Lower level management personnel were reported to
be more receptive to such decisions when they had participated in the decision process.
• Problem identification. San Jose police officials reported that the MBO process had greatly helped them to
identify problems and develop timely strategies to address
the issues identified. Other agenCies (e.g., Orlando) reported that the MBO program had helped them ident.ify and
document the extent to which they were limited by the resources provided by the City.
o Improved management. Several police departments indicated that their MBO program had improved the management
of their activities. In the words of one manager, MBO
"concentrates the mind" and encourages a man(\ger to stay
with a problem. In Orlando, MBO efforts within the department were credited with helping some sergeants "learn to
manage. 'l A related benefit in some cases wa.s the development of a long-range outlook toward the activities of the
department.
• Increased recognition. In San Jose, California, the
department I s HBO process was credited wi'lih allowing managers to highlight areas of success and to document their
units' progress. In Hampton, several managers expressed
Issue thirteen
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gratitude for the opportunity that MBO gave them to demonstrate their ability to manage effectively.
• Improved relations with other agencies. A number of
respondents to our survey of MBO participants in Hampton
reported better working relations with other agencies as a
major additional benefit to the MBO effort. Examples included improved relations with the commonwealth's attorney
and the social service bureau.
• Improved public relations. Officials of several departments credited their MBO effort with showing the public
clearly where their departments had been and where they
planned to go. The officials expressed the view that MBO
had qemonstrated to the public that the departments were
serious about change and improvement. As a result, the
police department 1n each community had gained respect as a
more professional organization.
• Improved ability to justify department budgets. One
department reported an instance in which it had been able
to demonstrate from data developed in connection with its
MBO program that a division could not take on a special
project requested by the city council without an increase
in personnel or cutbacks in certain other services.
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Summary of findings and recommendations
on police MBO systems
Summary of major findings
MBO systems appear to have considerable potential for helping police departments motivate management personnel to improve both serVice outcomes and service delivery efficiency. A properly designed MBO effort incorporates a number
of motivational strategies, each of which has been shown to
be an effective motivator in its own right:
G

The setting of objectives and performance targets,

~

Feedback of results, and

e lncreased participation by middle- and lower level managers (and perhaps line personnel as well), with a corresponding enrichment of the jobs of those employees.
Taken in combination, such procedures could potentially
constitute an important m0tivational tool for police management.
Some of the police departments we eXamined preserved the
basic motivational elements just noted and have begun to
achieve the hoped-for benefits. Most departments using
MBO, however, did not appear to take advantage of the motivational potential associated with such programs. Police
department MBO practices exhibited the following major
problems:
1. Objectives were often vague and immeasurable. Frequently there was too much emphasis on process objectives,
especially process objectives focused on workload counts or
on a specific task that lacked a clear link to desired results. Departments used too few outcome and efficiency impnwement objectives, probably in part because where outcome objectives have been used, they have tended to be so
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highly aggregated that individual managers often have
little control over the results.
2. Lower level supervisors sometimes were not included in
the process. If the types of objectives recommended later
in this chapter are used, coverage could be expanded to include most, if not all, personnel with supervisory duties,
including watch, district, and beat commanders.
3. Reporting systems sometimes did not explicitly and
regularly (e.g., quarterly) compare actual performance with
targets. This is a basic element of MBO systems but, surprisingly, it was often neglected in police department MBO
procedures.

4. Specific action steps constituting a plan for achieving each objective (with milestones for each step) generally were not required.
5. Often la.cking were regular one-on-one performance reviewS-between managers and their supervisors to discuss
(in a constructive way) the manager's progress toward the
objectives for the most recent performance period.
6. Usually lacking were training for new managers and
periodic refresher training for eXisting managers. The
apparent simplicity of the MBO process is somewhat misleading, the tasks are more difficult than they appear. Most
police managers (and probably, most public sector managers
from other departments) need help with these tasks.
Summary of major recommendations
Under each issue discussed in Chapters 3 through 14, we
have made recommendations pertaining to that issue. Here
we summarizp. our major recommendations.
In general, police departments need to make better use of
the motivational potential inherent in a well-designed MBO
effort, whether they are establishing a new MBO program or
modifying their existing program. We recommend that police
departments include the following elements in their MBO
programs:
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1 • Sergeants and other fj.rst-Ievel supervisors should be
included to the extent possible. Significant involvement
by first-level supervisors and even line personnel in the
establishment of objectives and action plans should be encouraged. (Issue 1.)
2. Individual objectives should reflect a balance between
outcome, process, and efficiency objectives. Departments
should make greater use of objectives relating to crime
solution and crime deterrence by focusing on specific
crimes at specific locations and specific times during the
week, so they can be used by individual watch, district,
and even beat commanders. These objectives should include
performance targets that more explicitly take into account
t~e deterrability and solvability of specific types of
crimes. The objectives should be linked to specific action
steps, such as directed patrol act:lvities, to make the objectives more controllable, more relevant to assigned responsibilities, and therefore more acceptable to police
managers. The department's set of objectives should also
include objectives that focus on citizen satisfaction, especially for other non-crime-related police services to the
publiC, and on the achievement of selected cost savings and
efficiency improvements. (Issues 2, 3, and 7.)

3. Managers should receive periodic (e.g., quarterly) information on their progress toward achieving their objectives. For each objective, such feedback shOUld explicitly
indicate the target for the year, the interim target for
the given period, and the target for the year to date;
these targets should be compared with the actual level of
achievement for the period and for the year to date.
(Issues 6 and 10.)
4. An action plan should be developed for each objectIve,
specifying strategies and activities designed to achieve
the objective and giving the time schedule and resources
required for the relevant steps. (Issue 9.)
5. Each manager and his or her supervisor should review
achievements for the previous reporting period in formal,
periodic, one-on-one discussions. These discussions should
be constructive (and, generally, nonpunitive) and should
Summary
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address the need for remedial actions where targets are not
being achieved. Supervisors should use staff meetings to
review target achievements, but they should not be used as
substitutes for one-on-one reviews. (Issue 10.)
6. Objective-setting should take place at the lower level,
and managers should have considerable autonomy in establishing their own goals in order to maximize the motivational value of the process. However, at the same time, a
central departmental unit should oversee the MBO activity.
In particular, to assure consistency and validity, this
unit should be responsible for assessing the adequacy~ appropriateness, and compatibility of objectives, the targets
for each objective, and the procedures for collecting data
on target achievement. (Issues 1 and 11.)
7. Depar.tments should provide training in the elements of
MBO for new managers and refresher training for others.
The training should cover the following subjects: the
identification of objectives and specific targets; appropriate data collection procedures; the development of action plans relating to each objective; methods of encouraging part,icipation by a manager's own staff in the development of objectives and action plans; and, for those managers who have other managers reporting to them, methods of
conducting constructive one-on-one feedback meetings with
their subordinates on progress in achieving objectives.
(Issue 12.)
8. Finally, no MBO effort can work unless it is taken
seriously by management personnel at all levels. Top managers, especially the police chief, need to convey clearly
their support for, and use of, the MBO effort by requiring
and reviewing periodic reports on Ma0 results; by signaling
that such reports and remedial actions are being reviewed
(e.g., by commenting on achievements at staff meetings, or,
as is done in one dopartment, by sending letters to all
managers after each reporting period commenting on their
target achievements for the period); and where appropriate,
by baSing deciSions (e.g., budget deCisions, promotions,
program expansion, rewards and Citations) clearly and consisl;ently at least in part on information developed on the
basis of the MBO effOl't. If the top police officials
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demonstrate that they consider the department's MBO program
important, regardless of whether it was originally imposed
by sources outside the department, they will have taken a
large step toward encouraging their personnel to take the
program seriously.
MBO concepts appear to correspond to basic management principles, regardless of the acronym used for the process.
Furthermore, the MBO approach appears to require little
added expenditure. Managers need some time to develop
their objectives and action plans and to participate in
performance reviews, but most of the tasks should be considered part of their basic management duties. If police
departments follow the recommendations given here, however,
they will probably incur some added costs for new or modifi~d data collection procedures and for additional training
of managerial personnel.
Though many MBO systems have thus far fallen far short of
their potential for improving police department performance, interest in using these procedures in police work appears to be growing ~apidly. We hope that improvements
such as those suggested in this report can be incorporated
into many of these MBO-like procedures to help police departments realize the maximum potential of these techniques
for motivating managers and improving department performance.
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Notes
1. For example, see O.W. Wilson and Roy C. McLaren,
Police Administration, 3rd ed. (New York: McGraw-Hill,
1972); Paul M. Whisenand and R. Fred Ferguson, The Managing of Police Organizations (Englewood Cliffs, NJ:
Prentice-Hall, 1973); and. Bernard L. Garmire, ed., Local
Government Police Management, 2nd ed. (Washington, D.C.:
International City Management AssOCiation, 1982).
2. Another potentially promising "positive" motivational
technique--quality circles--is aimed primarily at nonmanagement personnel. This approach is the focus of a companion volume, "Improving the Use of Quality Circles in
Police Departments."

3. See Standard 1.1 in Standards for Law Enforcement
AgenCies, Commission on Accreditation for Law Enforcement
Agencies (Fairfax, Virginia, August 1983).
4. See Harry P. Hatry, John M. Greiner, and Richard J.
Gollub, "An Assessment of Local Government Management
Motivational Programs: Performance Targeting With and
Without Monetary Incentives," The Urban Institute (Washington, D.C., 1981).
5. Another form of performance targeting sometimes used by
police departments is the establishment of work standards
to indicate the specific amount of time that particular
tasks should reqUire, with subsequent comparisons to the
actual time staff takes to perform those activities. This
procedure, however, is usually limited to routine tasks
such as fingerprinting, cler-ical activities, and vehicle
repair. Its focus is primarily on efficiency improvement.
Such worK standards do not appear to be widely applicable
to police activities.
6. These survey findings, however, are somewhat ambiguous.
We suspect that some respondents interpreted participation
to mean being in a unit covered by objectives or contributing to the specification of such objectives, rather than
Notes
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being assigned personal responsibility for one's own objectives, an essential characteristic of MBO.

7. Hatry, Greiner, and Gollub, "An Assessment of Local
Government Management Motivational Programs," pp. 116-117.
Further discussions of performance measures and procedures
that could be used in outcome and efficiency objectives are
contained in Hatry et al., How Effective Are Your Community Services: Procedures for Monitoring the Effectiveness
of Municipal Services (Washington, D.C.: The Urban Institute and the International City Management Association,
1977), chapter 6, and Hatry et al., Efficiency Measurement for Local Government Services--Some Initial Su estions (Washington, D.C.: The Urban Institute, 1979 "
chapter 3.
8. Standards for Law Enforcement Agencies, Commission on
Accreditation for Law Enforcement Agencies (Fairfax,
Virginia, Augu~t 1983), p. 5-1. Accreditation Standard
5.1.2. calls for agencies to review all cases that the
prosecutor declines to prosecute or dismisses because of
mishandling by the law enforcement agency.
9. Intermediate targets should be distinguished from
short-term objectives. A few police departments (e.g.,
Montebello, California) specified objectives that lasted
only for a given 3-month period. New objectives had to be
specified after that period.
10. See for instance, E.A. Locke, "Toward a Theory of Task
Motivation and Incentives," Organizational Behavior and
Human Performance, vol. 3 (1968), pp. 157-89; S.J. Carroll
and H.L. Tosi, "Relationship of Characteristics of the Review Process to the Success of the MBO Approach," Journal
of Business, vol. 44 (1971), pp. 299-305; Gary P. Latham
and Gary A. Yukl, "A Review of Research on the Application
of Goal-Setting in Organizations," Academy of Management
Journal, vol. 18 (December 1975), pp. 8211-115 (especially
p. 837); Richard M. Steers and Lyman W. Porter, "The Role
of Task-Goal Attributes in Employee Performance," Psychological BUlletin, vol. 81 (1974), pp. 434-52; and John
C. Aplin, Jr., and Peter P. dchoderbek, "MBO: Requisites
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for Success in the Public Sector," Human Resource Management, vol. 15 (Summer 1976), pp. 30-36.
11. Hatry, Greiner, and Gollub, "An Assessment of Local
Government Management Motivational Programs."
12.

Ibid.
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